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Executive Summary 

Steer Davies Gleave has reviewed the forecast bus transfer demand in light of David Alexander’s rebuttal [923/10] 
which notes an inconsistency between the bus transfer demand in Core Document C-1 (the NGT Business Case 
Review1) and Core Document C-1-11 (the Punctuality Report2). 

We have found that the labelling of Table 3.1 in C-1-11 was incorrect (noting that this does not affect the punctuality 
benefit analysis itself). We have clarified the labelling, and provided additional analysis that shows that the mode 
shift from bus implied by the numbers in C-1 and C-1-11 is comparable. 

The proportion of transfer from bus on the north corridor from C-1-11 is 44%, compared to 48% transfer from bus 
for the north and south corridor combined from C-1 . 

Analysis 

In paragraph 5.6 of David Alexander’s rebuttal [921/10], it is suggested that there is an inconsistency between the 
bus transfer demand in C-1, which reports that 67% of NGT demand is passengers who switched from bus 
(comprised of passengers who move from bus to NGT for entire journey and those who interchange between bus 
and NGT) and in C-1-11, which implies that 30% of NGT demand is passengers who switched from bus 
(2.5m/(2.5m+5.9m)). 

The NGT demand from Table 3.1 in Core Document C-1-11 and Table 12.14 in Core Document C-1 are shown in Table 
1 (see next page).  

On reviewing Table 3.1 in Core Document C-1-11 we have found that that “NGT passengers (who switched from 
bus)” should read “NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops on the NGT corridor)”.  Similarly, “NGT passengers 
(who switched from other modes)” should read “NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops off the NGT 
corridor, from other modes, or make interchange trips)”.  

The mislabelling of the table means that the numbers used by Mr Alexander to calculate the mode shift from bus are 
therefore not comparable and we apologise for any confusion caused. However, because the tables in C-1-11 and C-
1 show different data (because they were created for different purposes), it is still not possible to directly compare 
the mode shift implied in each case. In the remainder of this note, we have therefore undertaken some additional 
analysis to clarify that the mode shift implied in each case is similar.  

  

                                            
1
 Core Document C-1, Table 12.14 

2
 Core Document C-1-11, Table 3.1 



Table 1 Annual NGT Demand (millions) 

 C-1-11 - North 
Corridor 

C-1-11 - South 
Corridor 

C-1 (Total) 

NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops on the NGT 
corridor) 

2.5 0.5 5.7 

NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops off the NGT 
corridor) 

5.9 Not stated 

NGT passengers (who switched from other modes or make 
interchange trips) 

Not stated 6.1 

Total 8.4 Not stated 11.8 

 

Table 1 shows that 3m NGT passengers (2.5m+0.5m) transfer from bus stops on the NGT corridor. This represents 
53% (3m/5.7m) of the total bus transfer (NGT passengers who switched from bus stops on and off the corridor). The 
remaining 46% of bus transfer passengers transfer from bus stops away from the corridor. In Table 2, we have 
applied these splits to show the number of passengers (north corridor only) who switched from bus stops on the 
corridor and from off the corridor in the demand numbers from C-1-11.  

 

Table 2 Annual NGT Demand – revised (millions) 

 C-1-11 - North 
Corridor 

C-1 (Total) 

NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops 
on the NGT corridor) 

2.5 
5.7 

 NGT passengers (who switched from bus stops 
off the NGT corridor) 

1.2 

NGT passengers (who switched from other 
modes or make interchange trips) 

4.7 6.1 

Total 8.4 11.8 

% Transfer from bus (excluding interchange 
trips) 

44% 48% 

 

The proportion of transfer from bus on the north corridor from C-1-11 is 44%, compared to 48% transfer from bus 
for the north and south corridor combined shown in C-1.  


